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Introducing the FREE classified UK database
for used cars under £1000 and one roof.
Advertise and find used cars for free, the easy way on 1kanycar.com. All used cars no
greater than £1000! Browse the simple and unique compare listings database. Use the
easy “ask the seller” question service. Wanted adverts and more!
1kanycar.com has been created and launched to solve the problem that there is currently no
one area where one can go to get a cheap, economical and low insurance car without having
to waste time?
Generally people have to spend a great deal of time visiting numerous and confusing websites
and car lots in the hope of finding the car of their choice at the right price. The forecourts
always have an array of vehicles, ranging from various models, prices, ages and engine sizes.
1kanycar.com solves this issue with just one easy to use website. The buyer will know where
to go and will know that the price will not be greater than £1000 for all similar vehicles. The
buyer will know that the majority of cars will fit the criteria. It's just a matter of personal taste
and availability.
1kanycar.com has been designed to be a no frills, simple to use site and offer the following
key advantages:
- Simple 'sell a car' and 'find a car' options
- Able to register and advertise used vehicles in minutes for free.
- Unique compare listings database

- Easy contact and ask the seller question service
- Post a wanted advert for free
- Easy search by county and sub-sort facility, for example location, make, model, engine size,
year, mileage, colour, fuel, transmission, MOT and Tax periods, price and private or trade
seller.
The site will be of tremendous value to both the business and private user. This is a cutting
edge internet site far superior to anything in the related marketplace. It is expected to have
tremendous activity through the convenient user-friendly website.
The company's website at www.1kanycar.com contains additional information.

